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Abstract10

The feasibility of using more efficient Rankine power blocks in solar power11

towers (SPTs) with molten salt as the heat transfer fluid has been studied12

as a method for increasing the global efficiency of these power plants. The13

temperature and pressure of the main steam and the reheating pressure affect14

the temperature of the molten salt in the receiver; for temperature increase15

decreasing the receiver efficiency and increasing the power block efficiency.16

Therefore, a detailed study of these SPTs has been conducted to determine17

whether the proposed changes increase the global efficiency of the SPTs.18

A total of eight different subcritical and supercritical SPTs have been19

investigated. To set the most important cost of the SPT, the same helio-20

stat field has been used. The receiver geometry has been optimised for each21

SPT to maximise the heliostat-receiver efficiency, fulfilling the material lim-22

itations.23

It has been observed that the pressure at the inlet of the turbine increases24
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the SPT efficiency even more than the temperature. However, special atten-25

tion has to be paid to the reheating pressure, which is the most influential fac-26

tor on the SPT efficiency. A high reheating pressure considerably decreases27

the SPT efficiency. Therefore, the best efficiencies have been obtained for28

the supercritical SPTs with a low reheating pressure and high temperature.29

It is closely followed by subcritical SPTs at high pressure and temperature.30

The investment cost of the different SPTs also increases with the pressure31

and the temperature of the PB, with subcritical SPTs being less expensive32

than supercritical SPTs. However, the cost increase is balanced by the in-33

crease in the efficiency. The same cost per kWe is found in subcritical SPTs34

working at 16 MPa and in supercritical SPTs with low reheating pressure.35

Keywords:36

Solar Power Tower; Solar Receiver; Heliostat-Receiver Model; Supercritical37

Power Block; Molten Salt.38

1. Introduction39

One of the main challenges of solar power towers (SPTs) is reducing the40

levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) to improve their competitiveness with41

conventional electricity generation. This can be achieved by increasing the42

overall efficiency of the SPTs (Short and Packey, 1995). The efficiency of a43

SPT can be approximately defined as the product of the efficiencies of the44

three main subsystems of the plant, namely, heliostat field, receiver, and45

power block (PB), as shown in Equation 1. Optimization on terms of ef-46

ficiency has to be focused on improving at least one of these subsystems47

without negatively impacting on the others. A schematic of the main sub-48
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systems of a SPT can be seen in Figure 1.49

G

Tsalt,in

Tsalt,out

Tturb,in
Psturb,in

Psreheat

Heliostat field Receiver Storage Steam generator Power block

Figure 1: Schematic of the main subsystems of a solar power tower plant.

ηSPT = ηfield · ηrec · ηPB (1)

Over the past decades, numerous proposals to increase the efficiency50

of the different subsystems of SPTs have been investigated. For example,51

Sánchez and Romero (2006) developed a methodology to create heliostat52

layouts based on the yearly energy available, and Boerema et al. (2013) and53

Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al. (2014c) investigated new receiver designs using dif-54

ferent tube diameters and bayonet tubes, respectively. Neises et al. (2014)55

tested new materials for the receivers, Boerema et al. (2012) compared dif-56

ferent heat transfer fluids (HTFs), and McGovern and Smith (2012) studied57

the effects of increasing the outlet temperature of the HTF to employ a58

supercritical steam PB.59

Modern turbines can work at high pressure and temperature, thus increas-60
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ing the efficiency of the PB with respect to traditional subcritical turbines.61

It should be taken into account that the advantage of supercritical steam62

can vanish for mid-scale power plants, around 20-25 MWe. For small flow63

rate and low specific volume of steam, as in the case of mid-size turbines and64

supercritical water pressure respectively, the flow coefficient is low and hence65

lead to low turbine efficiency (Bloch and Singh, 2009). Despite this, it is66

feasible to adapt existing mid-turbines for supercritical steam in mid-size so-67

lar power plants (Pacheco et al., 2013). Singer et al. (2014) noted that these68

turbines could be integrated in power plants with central receiver technology;69

he studied external and cavity receivers working at 565 ◦C, 600 ◦C and 62070

◦C in several 125 MWe SPTs, obtaining improvements of approximately 2%71

in the global plant efficiency; however, they did not obtain a reduction in the72

LCOE. Neises et al. (2014) analysed the driving factors of a SPT, whose HTF73

was CO2 at 25 MPa and 650 ◦C, to investigate the viability of these SPTs.74

Kolb (2011) examined the implementation of a modern PB in a hypothetical75

1,000 MWthl SPT that would use molten salt as the HTF; he found improve-76

ments of 5.4% in the efficiency of the advanced SPTs, although the optical77

efficiency of the field decreased with the size. Pacheco et al. (2013) anal-78

ysed 14 different subcritical and supercritical 250 MWe molten-salt SPTs;79

they examined the effects of modifying the pressure and temperature of the80

steam, the final feed-water and the return temperature of the salt. Pacheco81

et al. (2013) found that supercritical SPTs have better efficiencies and lower82

LCOEs than subcritical SPTs. These results were supported by Peterseim83

and Veeraragavan (2015) for 250 MWe SPTs. Therefore, there appears to be84

a disparity of results in the application of a supercritical PB in SPTs.85
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In this study, the feasibility of increasing the global SPT efficiency by86

improving the PB efficiency has been analysed. A Crescent Dunes-like 11087

MWe subcritical SPT has been compared with other seven subcritical and88

supercritical SPTs, which possess the same heliostat field size. The analysed89

SPTs are the combination of different steam pressures (12, 16 and 24 MPa)90

and temperatures (548 and 580 ◦C). Moreover, in the supercritical PB, two91

different reheating pressures (7 and 4.5 MPa) have been tested.92

The optimum receiver design has been selected for each studied case, fol-93

lowing the design guidelines proposed by Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al. (2014a).94

Furthermore, in agreement with the operational conditions of the receiver,95

different receiver feed pump systems have been selected for each of the anal-96

ysed SPTs (Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al., 2014d).97

The heliostat-receiver efficiency using an advanced PB has been studied98

not only for the design point (nominal load) but also for the entire range of99

operational conditions covered by the receiver. Finally, the investment cost100

of each SPT has been calculated to evaluate the viability of the different101

configurations analysed.102

2. Description of the SPTs studied103

In this work, different molten-salt SPTs have been analysed to find the104

SPT design that maximises the global efficiency of the plant and minimises105

its investment cost. The reference SPT is a 110 MWe subcritical plant with106

a solar multiple of 3.8 based on Crescent Dunes (NREL, 2011), located in107

Tonopah at 38.24◦ N latitude and 117.35◦ W longitude. The steam turbine108

operates with a rated output of 125 MW and a speed of 3600 r.p.m. The109
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inlet temperature and pressure of the turbine are 540 ◦C and 11.6 MPa,110

respectively. Moreover, it has three bleeding at pressures of 3.9 MPa (HP111

turbine), 0.15 MPa (LP turbine) and 0.04 MPa (LP turbine) and a final112

exhaust condensing pressure of 0.013 MPa; where the pressure of the first113

bleeding corresponds to the reheating pressure.114

The reference SPT (Sub1) has been compared with seven other SPTs. In115

these plants, the temperature and/or the pressure of the steam at the inlet116

of the turbine and in the reheat have been modified, as shown in Table 1.117

The design point selected for all the SPTs is the spring equinox at solar118

noon (Winter et al., 1991). The same heliostat field has been used for all119

the SPTs analysed. Therefore, depending on the temperature and pressure120

ranges of each SPT, the net power has different values. The heliostat field121

consists of is 10,301 rectangular mirrors, 11.28 m width and 10.36 m height,122

surrounding the tower. Crescent Dunes’ field layout has been gathered from123

scaled aerial images. Each heliostat is gathered by 35 flat facets, which gives124

the curvature needed to reduce the spillage losses.125

Note that the inlet and exit conditions of the molten salt in receivers Sub3126

and Sup3 and in receivers Sub4 and Sup4 are the same. Consequently, there127

are only 6 different receivers, and the difference in these SPTs is the PB.128

The different steam conditions correspond to the typical operating ranges129

of existing turbines (Retzlaff and Ruegger, 1996; Alexe and Cenusa, 2008).130

Variations in the steam pressure and temperature also affect the HTF tem-131

perature on the receiver, as shown in Table 1.132

The cylindrical external receivers are formed by vertical tubes arranged in133

panels. The base of all the analysed receivers is situated on a tower that is 180134
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Table 1: Main parameters of the eight subcritical and supercritical SPTs analysed.The

reheating pressure has been selected according to Alexe and Cenusa (2008); Retzlaff and

Ruegger (1996), and the PB block efficiency has been obtained from Sano (2009); Pacheco

et al. (2013)

Sub1 Sub2 Sub3 Sub4 Sup1 Sup2 Sup3 Sup4

Tsalt,in [◦C] 290 290 307 307 405 405 307 307

Tsalt,out [
◦C] 565 600 565 600 565 600 565 600

Tturb,in [◦C] 548 580 548 580 548 580 548 580

Psturb,in [MPa] 12 12 16 16 24 24 24 24

Psreheat [MPa] 3.5 4.66 3.5 4.66 7 7 4.5 4.5

ηPB [%] 39.4 40.1 42.2 42.9 44.6 45.2 43.8 44.6

m high. All the studied receivers employ solar salt (60% NaNO3 - 40% KNO3)135

as the HTF, whose properties has been calculated using the equations pointed136

by Zavoico (2001). Olivares (2012) reported that solar salt in atmospheric air137

and temperatures lower than 650 ◦C has a constant nitrite-nitrate ratio, and138

above that temperature, there is an important decomposition of the salt.139

However, none of the investigated SPTs exceeded the maximum allowable140

temperature of 650 ◦C.141

All the receivers are 20.5 m high, with an aspect ratio of 1.14, which is142

within the recommended range (Lovegrove and Stein, 2012). The remainder143

of the parameters that determine the receiver geometry (material, number144

of panels, number of tubes, tube diameter and tube thickness) have been145

selected to maximise the combined heliostat-receiver efficiency for each PB146

and to minimise the parasitic consumption of the feed pump system.147

Table 2 summarises the different parameters for optimising the receivers.148
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The flow pattern of the analysed receivers consists of two north-to-south149

flow paths without crossovers (Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al., 2015b); thus, the150

number of panels must be even. Moreover, to optimise the receiver geometry,151

8 nominal diameters ranging from 8.89 to 2.13 cm and 7 different nominal152

thickness from 1.24 to 9.09 mm have been tested.153

Table 2: Geometry parameters studied to optimise the receiver design.

Material Number Tube Tube

of panels diameter thickness

(Np) [mm] [mm]

(dext) (th)

Inconel 625 14 88.9 1.24

Alloy 800H 16 73 1.65

Haynes 230 18 60.3 2.11

20 48.3 2.77

22 42.2 3.73

24 33.4 4.78

26.7 9.09

21.3

Once the optimum receiver of each SPT is defined, the nominal mass154

flow rate and the configuration of the feed pump system of each receiver are155

obtained, as well as the steam mass flow rate and the nominal size of each156

PB.157

The receiver feed pump system of subcritical SPTs is generally formed158

by several centrifugal high-pressure vertical pumps operating in parallel. In159
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the case of Crescent Dunes (reference SPT), the pumping system consists160

of four pumps working in parallel. One of these pumps is only used in the161

case of a breakdown of one of the other three pumps; therefore, it has not162

been taken into account in this study. The GVSO vertical pump from the163

company Friatec has been used for this study (Aliaxis, 2016). The nominal164

conditions of this pump are a head of 330 m, a volume flow rate of 820 m3/h165

and a maximum efficiency of 75.3%. The characteristic curves of this pump166

are presented in Figure 2. For the different SPTs analysed, the same single167

pump has been used. However, the pumping system configuration has been168

modified, adding new pumps in parallel (pr) for larger mass flow rates and169

new pumps in series (sr) for higher pressure drops.170

A subcritical PB generally consists of a single reheat with 5 closed and171

1 open feed water heaters, whereas a supercritical PB consists of a single172

reheat with 7 closed and 1 open feed water heaters (Kolb, 2011). Different173

subcritical steam generator designs for SPTs are available in the literature.174

A technical report published by Sandia National Laboratories presents var-175

ious steam generator designs, performed by different suppliers for 100 MWe176

commercial plant (Bechtel corporation, 1993). For example, ABB Lummus177

proposed a U-tube kettle boiler and U-tube/straight shell heat exchangers178

for the preheater, superheater and reheater. The main advantage of this179

design is the lowest investment cost when compared with the other designs.180

The main disadvantage is the high thermal stress produced in the single181

tube-sheet.182

However, only one supercritical steam generator design has been found183

in the literature. The design is based on once-through-technology steam184
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Figure 2: Characteristic curves of a GVSO vertical pump: head, power and efficiency

as a function of the volumetric flow rate and the r.p.m of the pump (Friatec, personal

communication).

generator using molten salt as heating fluid and was developed by Siemens185

(Pacheco et al., 2013). This design integrates the preheater, the evaporator186

and the superheater in a single pressure vessel. The molten salt flows on187

shell side with tubes in a cross-counter-flow configuration. The reheater is188

arranged in parallel with the steam generation line.189
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3. SPT model190

The receiver and heliostat field work coupled, and thus, both subsystems191

have to be studied together to increase the global efficiency of the SPT to192

the greatest extent possible (Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al., 2015a). In this study,193

the combined heliostat field-receiver model developed in Sánchez-González194

and Santana (2015) and Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al. (2014a) has been used.195

This model allows for controlling the solar flux distribution on the receiver,196

calculating the wall and salt temperature distribution on the receiver and197

obtaining the field and receiver efficiencies.198

The optical efficiency of the heliostat field is a function of the angle of199

incidence (cosine factor), the atmospheric attenuation, the spillage losses200

and the position of neighbour heliostats in the field (shading and blocking201

factor), as shown in Equations 2 and 3. Sánchez-González and Santana202

(2015) reported that for a fixed day and hour, the optical losses depend on203

the number of panels of the receiver and the aiming strategy employed.204

ηh = ρ · cos(β) · ηat · ηs&b · ηsp (2)
205

ηfield =

∑Nh

h=1 ηh
Nh

(3)

The flux density distribution on the receiver has been modelled as a cir-206

cular Gaussian distribution convolved into the effective error. A symmetric207

aiming strategy about equator of the cylindrical receiver has been obtained208

by pointing heliostats in such a way that the beam circumference was tangen-209

tial to the upper (odd rows) or the lower (even rows) receiver edges. Beam210

radius has been estimated on k aiming factor, parameter ranging between211
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0 and 3 (Sánchez-González and Santana, 2015), where k=3 is equivalent to212

single equatorial aiming and k=0 involves double aiming to upper and lower213

receiver edges. The equatorial aiming (k=3) reduces the spillage losses but214

may cause receiver overheating; therefore, the aiming points should be scat-215

tered. As the aiming factor is reduced (multi-aiming strategy), the spillage216

losses increase, but receiver damages are less likely. Aiming factors from 3217

to 1 in half point increments have been tested in the investigated receivers,218

which modifies the spillage efficiency from 99.7% to 84.13%. Figure 3 shows219

the solar flux intercepted by a receiver of 18 panels for different aiming strate-220

gies. The y axis represents the height of the receiver, the x axis corresponds221

to the receiver perimeter from north to south (x = 0: North), and the colour222

bar indicates the incident flux density. It can be observed that for low k, the223

maximum flux decreases and the solar flux becomes more homogeneous.224

The behaviour of the different receiver configurations has been analysed225

using a 2-D simplified thermal model that includes circumferential variations226

on the tube wall temperature. This model analyses one tube per panel, tak-227

ing into account the effect of the adjacent tubes (Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al.,228

2014a). Thus, the smallest cell of calculation was formed by two opposite229

half tubes, the refractory wall and the ambient. The solar flux intercepted230

by each half tube was the average flux on the panel, i.e. identical opera-231

tion/performance is assumed for all the tubes within a panel.232

The calculation process was iterative. It required as inlet data a first233

approximation of the wall temperature, the incident flux, and the inlet tem-234

perature of the salt. To solve the radiative heat transfer on each panel the235

net radiation method (Modest, 2003) was used. The wall, film and salt tem-236
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peratures in the receiver were obtained by the 2D heat transfer problem.237

The receiver efficiency is determined as the heat absorbed by the HTF from238

the incident solar flux reflected by the heliostats on the receiver, as shown in239

Equation 4.240

ηrec =
Pabs

Aφinc

(4)

Once the receiver has been thermally and mechanically designed, the241

power consumption of the feed pump system can be determined (Equa-242

tion 5).243

Ppump, =
Q̇Hpump

ηpump

(5)

where Q̇ is the volumetric flow rate in the receiver; Hpump is the head244

of the pump, calculated as the sum of the hydrostatic pressure plus the245

pressure drop in the receiver (Rodŕıguez-Sánchez et al., 2014d); and ηpump is246

the efficiency of the pump, determined using the curves shown in Figure 2.247

Regarding to the PB variations, changes in the temperature or pressure248

modify the required energy in all the heat exchangers of the steam generators.249

Thus, the needed heat transfer area varies too. A numeric model has been250

developed to calculate the heat transfer area to supply the required energy251

from the steam/water side. Whereas, the representative heat transfer coef-252

ficients were selected from Kolb (2011), as well as, the constrains necessary253

to complete the energy equations for subcritical and supercritical cycles.254

The feed water temperature (Tfw) is assumed to be 240 ◦C for turbines255

working at 548 ◦C and 300 ◦C for turbines operating at 580 ◦C. Moreover, in256

the evaporator, a pinch point of 7 ◦C has been selected for the subcritical PB257

(Kolb, 2011), whereas for the supercritical PB, the temperature difference258
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between the exit of the molten salt and the inlet of the water steam is 10 ◦C259

(Zhang et al., 2013).260

The steam generator has been dimensioned to achieve the live and reheat261

conditions at the inlet of the steam turbine. The output power has been262

determined using the total thermal energy transferred through the steam263

generator and the efficiency of the PB. The latter has been selected from264

Sano (2009) when the inlet of the turbine is 548 ◦C (Sub1, Sub3 and Sup1),265

while for the remainder of the SPTs, it has been obtained using the data266

obtained by Pacheco et al. (2013), as shown in Table 1.267

Figure 4 shows the flowchart followed to optimize the global SPT design,268

it is valid for both subcritcal and supercritical SPTs:269

4. Operational limits of the receiver270

An optimal receiver design must maximise the heliostat-receiver efficiency,271

reach the expected outlet temperature of the salt and fulfil the different limits272

of operation. For an external receiver, the main operational limits are as fol-273

lows: Reynolds number higher than 10,000 to ensure a turbulent flow regime274

(Petukhov, 1970), mechanical stress lower than 33% of the material ultimate275

tensile strength (UTS) (ASME, 2011), film temperature below the limit that276

increases the rate of the tube corrosion, tube thickness that withstands the277

maximum pressure of the tubes plus the expected corrosion layer during the278

service period (Kolb, 2011) and a pressure drop that does not drastically279

increase the parasitic power consumption of the molten salt pumps.280

The mechanical stress is defined as the sum of the different components281

of the thermal stresses and the pressure stresses (Neises et al., 2014).282
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The film temperature is the maximum temperature of the salt in the cross283

section. It occurs in a thin layer close to the tube walls and is responsible for284

the tube corrosion. The limiting film temperature and the expected corrosion285

rate have been obtained from the literature: 16.8 µm/year for Inconel 625 at286

600 ◦C (McConohy and Kruizenga, 2014), 20 µm/year for Alloy 800H at 630287

◦C (Bradshaw, 1987) and 23.6 µm/year for Haynes 230 at 680 ◦C (McConohy288

and Kruizenga, 2014).289

The minimum allowable tube thickness, thmin, is defined as the sum of the290

minimum thickness allowed by the internal pressure in the tubes, thps, and291

the corrosion rate during the entire operational life, thcorr; see Equations 6292

and 7 (Kolb, 2011),293

thmin = thps + thcorr (6)
294

thps ≥
Psmaxdext

2Smax

(7)

where Smax corresponds to the maximum allowable stress of the tube295

material (ASME, 2011) and Psmax represents the maximum pressure in the296

receiver.297

5. Results298

In this section, the optimal receiver design for each of the eight SPTs299

studied is obtained based on the limiting thermal, mechanical and hydro-300

dynamic criteria presented above and maximising the heliostat-receiver effi-301

ciency. Once the optimum receivers have been obtained, the nominal power302

of each PB and the global efficiency of the different SPTs can be obtained.303

The efficiencies of the different SPTs have been compared at the design point304
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and at different power loads to determine which SPT design is the most suit-305

able considering the expected operational conditions of the SPT. Finally, the306

investment cost of the different SPTs has been estimated to evaluate the307

main economical and technical advantages and disadvantages of each of the308

analysed SPTs.309

5.1. Receiver selection310

The results of the receiver geometry analysis are discussed in the follow-311

ing paragraphs. Moreover, the possibility of using different materials has312

been studied. Because Inconel 625 is the cheapest material, it has been313

proposed when the operational conditions allow for it without reducing the314

field-receiver efficiency. When Inconel 625 cannot be used, alloy 800H is the315

alternative, and only for the most extreme operational conditions has Haynes316

230 been employed (see Figure 4).317

The minimum allowable thickness of the tubes was known following a318

previous calculation of the receiver; in that calculation, it was assumed that319

all the receivers had a tube thickness of 1.65 mm. After this first approxima-320

tion, the optimal thickness was determined as the nominal thickness closer321

to the minimum allowable thickness.322

Figure 5 shows the minimum allowable thicknesses for the different ge-323

ometries of the reference receiver (Sub1) composed of Inconel 625 using an324

aiming factor k=2. As shown, the minimum allowable thickness generally in-325

creases with the tube diameter and the number of panels. However, for small326

tube diameters and high number of panels, the minimum allowable thickness327

is higher than that for larger diameters due to the high internal pressure of328

these tubes. The same pattern for the analysed receivers has been obtained329
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for different materials and aiming factors.330

Figure 6 shows the effect of the aiming strategy (k = 1.5, k = 2 and331

k = 2.5), the number of panels and the tube diameter on the main oper-332

ational parameters for the reference receiver: film temperature, combined333

field-receiver efficiency (see Equations 3 and 4), mechanical stress and pres-334

sure drop. Figure 6 presents these parameters for the optimum thickness335

obtained from Figure 5.336
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Figure 3: Solar flux density intercepted by a receiver formed by 18 panels at solar noon

of the spring equinox. Each sub-figure corresponds to different aiming factors: a) k=2.5,

b) k=2, and c) k=1.
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Input data: heliostat field layout
Tower height, receiver height and

diameter
Tsalt,in Tsalt,out

Tturb,in Pturb,in
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3: Haynes 230
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Figure 4: Flowchart for the SPT design.
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Figure 5: Minimum allowable tube thickness, thmin, for different geometries of the refer-

ence receiver (Sub1) composed of Inconel 625 and using k=2.
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The aiming strategy is a decisive factor in the growth of the mechanical337

stresses. With aiming factors of 2.5 or higher, the mechanical stresses exceed338

the material limit; thus, the use of aiming factors higher than 2 does not339

ensure safe operation of the receivers.340

Nevertheless, the film temperature decreases when the aiming factors341

increase due to a change in the mass flow rate, which increases the global342

coefficient of heat transfer in the receiver. Then, the thermal efficiency of343

the receiver also increases as the aiming factor increases. For the reference344

receiver, shown in Figure 6, the average mass flow rate increases from 960345

kg/s at k = 1.5 to 1020 kg/s at k = 2.5, representing an increase of 3.5%346

of the combined field-receiver efficiency. Therefore, the aiming factor should347

be as high as the mechanical limitations of the materials withstand, which348

in the reference receiver corresponds to k = 2.349

Regarding the receiver geometry, Figure 6 shows that the film tempera-350

ture decreases with the number of panels. A higher number of panels means351

narrower panels and a lower number of tubes per panel, increasing the salt352

velocity and the global heat transfer coefficient. Although a larger tube di-353

ameter reduces the number of tubes per panel, the salt velocity decreases354

due to an increase in the cross-sectional area. Then, higher tube diameters355

correspond to larger film temperatures.356

Figure 6 also shows that the mechanical stress increases with the tube357

diameter and decreases with the number of panels. The mechanical stress358

presents problems for large tube diameters and k > 2.359

The total pressure drop increases with the number of panels and decreases360

with the tube diameter.361
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The combined field-receiver efficiency is almost constant with the number362

of panels and the tube diameter. However, there are some geometries for363

which the efficiency decreases because it is a function of the effective surface364

of radiation. Hence, the efficiency is lower for non-compact receivers, i.e.,365

the use of 20 or 24 panels with a tube diameter of 6.03 cm is not recommend366

for the selected receiver dimensions.367

To select the optimum receiver, the factors explained above have been368

evaluated in the following order. First, only the mentioned optimum thick-369

ness for each receiver geometry was considered. Second, all the receiver370

designs in which the film temperature and the mechanical stresses exceeded371

the limit of the corresponding material were discarded. Once most of the372

receiver geometries were rejected, the optimum receiver was selected based373

on the maximum optical efficiency of the field (high k). In the case of several374

configurations with similar combined heliostat-receiver efficiency, the receiver375

with the lowest pressure drop was selected. Table 3 presents the main pa-376

rameters of the selected receivers for the eight SPTs analysed.377

As shown in Table 3, the receivers that work at 565 ◦C can be constructed378

using Inconel 625. However, for higher temperatures, the material has to be379

replaced by Alloy 800H or by Haynes 230 in the case of Sup4, which works at380

the highest range of temperatures. The optimal receiver for all the studied381

SPTs should have 14 panels, and the optimal tube diameter varies from382

42.2 mm to 26.7 mm. The optimal tube thickness for receivers composed383

of Alloy 800H is the lowest, 2.11 mm, due to the good performance of this384

material under corrosion. The optimal tube thickness for receivers composed385

of Inconel 625 is 2.77 mm, except for Sup1, which works at higher pressure386
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Table 3: Main parameters of the different SPTs analysed.

Sub1 Sub2 Sub3/Sup3 Sub4/Sup4 Sup1 Sup2

Material 625 800H 625 800H 625 230

Np [-] 14 14 14 14 14 14

dext [mm] 42.2 26.7 42.2 26.7 33.4 33.4

Nt [-] 87 138 87 138 110 110

th [mm] 2.77 2.11 2.77 2.11 3.73 9.09

Weight [ton] 70.5 50.6 70.5 50.6 90.4 191.8

Price [$/kg] 25 60 25 60 25 80

k [-] 2 2 2 2 1.5 1.5

ηfield [%] 55.23 55.23 55.23 55.23 53.1 53.1

ηrec [%] 78.91 79.12 78.88 79.08 78.3 78.22

ṁ [kg/s] 1000 900 1065 950 1630 1395

∆P [MPa] 2.4 2.73 2.75 3.01 7.4 5.5

Npump [-] 3pr 3pr 4pr 3pr 5pr x 2sr 4pr x 2sr

Twall,max [◦C] 769 736 775 734 740 765

σmax [MPa] 137 82 150 82 146 124

and requires a thickness of 3.73 mm. Finally, Sup2 composed of Haynes387

230 would need a tube thickness of at least 9.09 mm; the utilisation of the388

latter thickness is infeasible for transient conditions, and thus, the SPT Sup2389

cannot be employed in the current SPT.390

In subcritical and supercritical SPTs with low reheating pressure, an391

aiming factor of 2 is the most suitable. However, in supercritical SPTs with392

high reheating pressure, the aiming factor has to be lower to fulfill the film393
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temperature limitation: it reduces the optical efficiency of the heliostat field.394

The efficiency of the receivers is almost constant. Then, the combined395

field-receiver efficiency of the supercritical SPT with a high reheating pres-396

sure is the lowest; thus, the increase in the global efficiency of the SPTs is397

less than expected considering only the PB efficiency. To keep the combined398

efficiency in these plants constant, smaller heliostats would be required to399

reduce spillage losses, but at the expense of increasing the investment cost400

associated with the heliostat field. For the other six SPTs, the global effi-401

ciency of the SPTs mainly depends on the PB efficiency.402

In Table 3, it is also observed that the mass flow rate in SPTs Sup1403

and Sup2 significantly increases; hence, a higher number of feed pumps have404

to work in parallel. In these plants, the pressure drop also increases, thus405

further decreasing the global efficiency of the SPT and increasing the number406

of required feed pumps working in series.407

Finally, Table 3 presents the maximum tube wall temperature and me-408

chanical stresses reached by the receivers. As shown, lower mechanical409

stresses are found in the receivers composed of Alloy 800H because it has410

the worst mechanical properties and cannot withstand high stresses. In con-411

trast, for the other two materials, the maximum allowable mechanical stresses412

are similar. In all cases, the maximum stresses are found in the first panel413

of the receivers.414

The maximum tube wall temperature is similar for the different receivers415

analysed: it varies between 734 ◦C (Sub4/Sup4) and 775 ◦C (Sub3/Sup3).416

The wall temperature distribution is presented in Figure 7; note that the417

behaviour of each panel is displayed by a representative tube having a total of418
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14 representing tubes in each receiver. It can be observed that the maximum419

wall temperature is reached in the external surface of the southern panels.420

However, it is located in the middle of the tube for large aiming factors and421

in the edges of the tubes for low aiming factors (Sup1 and Sup2).422

Figure 7: Wall temperature map of the six selected receivers (see Table 3) at nominal

power.

5.2. Comparison of SPTs423

The obtained efficiencies of the main subsystems of the eight analysed424

SPTs using the optimal receiver configurations are shown in Figure 8. The425

PB efficiency was obtained from the literature, as shown in Table 1. The426

receiver and heliostat field efficiencies were calculated using the model ex-427

plained previously, and the SPT efficiency was calculated as the product of428
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the efficiencies of the three subsystems, as shown in Equation 1. Moreover,429

adding the parasitic consumption of the feed pump systems was performed430

to calculate the effective efficiency of the SPT.431

Figure 8: Efficiencies at nominal load for the main subsystems of the eight SPTs analysed.

As shown in Figure 8, the reference SPT is the one with the lowest global432

efficiency. At the same time, it is observed that both the temperature and433

the pressure of the steam increase the SPT efficiency, with the effect of the434

pressure being more important. In contrast, for high reheating pressure, the435

efficiency increases more slowly.436

On the one hand, if the pressure at the inlet of the turbine is increased437

from 12 (Sub1) to 16 MPa (Sub3) while maintaining the temperature and438

the reheating pressure constant, the SPT efficiency increases 1.19% with439

respect to the reference SPT (Sub1). If the pressure is 24 MPa (Sup3), the440

efficiency increases 1.89%, and if the reheating pressure increases with an441

inlet pressure of 24 MPa (Sup1), the global efficiency only increases 1% with442
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respect to the reference case. On the other hand, if the temperature varies443

from 548 ◦C (Sub1) to 580 ◦C the SPT efficiency increases approximately444

0.4%, regardless of the pressure.445

Therefore, the best global efficiency is found in Sup4, whose efficiency446

improvement with respect to the reference SPT is 2.28%; note that it is less447

than one half of the improvement obtained by its PB, which represents a448

5.2% improvement.449

Other SPTs with high global efficiency are Sup3 and Sub4. Note that450

although the PB efficiency of Sup1 is 1.7% higher than for Sub4, the global451

SPT efficiency of the supercritical SPT is 0.5% lower than that for Sub4.452

5.3. Off-design conditions453

In this subsection, the average efficiency of the receiver operating off-454

design has been calculated. The model developed by Rodŕıguez-Sánchez455

et al. (2015a) to estimate the receiver efficiency at partial load has been456

employed.457

The efficiency of the heliostat field is constant at different power loads458

because the aiming strategy has been assumed to be the same. However, the459

availability of the field and/or the solar resource decreases at partial power460

load. In molten salt SPTs, the PB typically works independently of the solar461

receivers thanks to the thermal storage. Thus, it has been assumed that the462

PB always works at nominal load (Kolb, 2011). Then, at partial load, only463

the receiver efficiency has been modified, as shown in Equation 8,464

η′rec
ηrec

=
(φ′inc − L′thl)φinc

(φinc − Lthl)φ′inc
(8)
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where Lthl are the thermal losses of the receiver at nominal power load,465

L′thl represent the thermal losses at partial load, and φ′inc and φinc correspond466

to the part and the nominal incident solar flux, respectively.467

Figure 9(a) depicts the efficiency of the six receivers studied as a function468

of the incident power. It can be observed that the receiver efficiency decreases469

with the load. At nominal power load, the efficiency of all the receivers is470

similar, being slightly lower for Sup1 and Sup2. However, the reduction of471

the efficiency at small power loads is more pronounced in these receivers,472

particularly in Sup2, due to the decrease in the global coefficient of heat473

transfer.474

Figure 9(b) presents the effective global efficiencies of the eight SPTs475

analysed for different incident powers, and it is observed that supercritical476

SPTs are the most efficient SPTs for high power loads; nevertheless, Sup2477

becomes the least efficient SPT for power loads lower than 35%. Sup1 also478

becomes the second least efficient SPT for power loads under 20%. Although479

the remainder of the SPTs have similar efficiencies at nominal power, all of480

them equalise their efficiencies at 10% of the power load.481

Therefore, the most recommended SPT is Sup4, followed by Sup3 and by482

subcritical SPTs. Sup1 and Sup2 could be recommended only for SPTs in483

which the expected operational conditions are always at high power load.484

5.4. Cost analysis485

To complete the SPT comparison, the relative investment cost of the486

different SPTs studied has been analysed. Figure 10 presents the investment487

costs of the different SPTs analysed. Because the heliostat field cost for the488

eight SPTs is the same, the cost is primarily a function of the PB, the receiver489
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Figure 9: a) Thermal efficiency of the eight receivers analysed as a function of the incident

solar flux. b) Global effective efficiency of the eight SPTs analysed as a function of the

incident solar flux in the receivers.

material and the number of feed pumps.490

Kolb et al. (2007) estimated the price of the installed heliostats in 2006491

as 126 $/m2 for a production of 50,000 heliostats per year; 7 years later,492

Bhargav et al. (2013) obtained comparable results. Because the production493

rate of the heliostats has not notably increased since then, the economies of494

scale have not yet affected the heliostats. Then, the investment cost for the495

heliostat field has been estimated to be 150.8 M$.496

The receiver cost is based on the properties (ASME, 2011) and on the497

price of each tube material, which are collected from tube suppliers (see498

Table 3). The price obtained for the subcritical receivers is in agreement499

with the prices given by Augsburger (2013), who claimed that the cost of500

molten salt receivers is approximately 127 $/KWthl. Moreover, in the price501

of the receiver has been included the price of the tower, of the piping circuit502

and of 6 hours of thermal energy storage (TES), which includes the price of503

the vertical pumps (Cheang et al., 2015; Pacheco et al., 2013; Singer et al.,504
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2014). The price of each feed pump used in this analysis is approximately505

350,000 $.506

The PB cost primarily depends on the pressure of the cycle, steam gen-507

erator and heat exchanger. The heat exchanger price of subcritical and su-508

percritical steam generators has been estimated using the model proposed509

by Purohit (1983). This method takes into account several parameters such510

as: heat transfer area, shell and tube material, shell and tube side pressure,511

tube thickness, etc. The supercritical steam generators have been consid-512

ered as straight tube/straight shell heat exchangers in order to estimate the513

investment cost using the Purohit method.514

The materials selected for the shells and tubes of the heat exchangers of515

the subcritical steam generators were stainless steel (Gr-347) for reheater and516

superheater, low chrome alloy steel (9Cr - 1Mo) for evaporator and carbon517

steel for preheater (Zavoico, 2001). The material selected for the shells and518

the tubes of the heat exchangers of the supercritical steam generators was519

stainless steel (Gr-347).520

For subcritical turbines, the cost estimated by Kolb (2011) is approx-521

imately 800 $/kWe, and it is only 861 $/kWe for supercritical turbines522

(Pacheco et al., 2013).523

Figure 10 presents the approximate investment cost for each SPT anal-524

ysed. The costs of the analysed subcritical plants are comprised between 466525

and 487 M$, whereas the price of the supercritical plants is around 503 M$526

and 530 M$. Moreover, it can be observed that the price of the solar field527

and the power block are similar in the subcritical SPTs, but the cost of the528

PB increases in supercritical SPTs, being the highest one.529
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Figure 10: Cost analysis for the different subcritical and supercritical SPTs studied.

Table 4: Power and cost analysis for the different subcritical and supercritical SPTs stud-

ied.

Sub1 Sub2 Sub3 Sub4 Sup1 Sup2 Sup3 Sup4

Thermal

power [MWthl] 418.33 419.41 418.16 419.20 399.00 398.56 418.16 419.20

Net nominal

power [MWe] 106.9 110.7 114.6 118.28 134.6 117.1 119.0 123.09

Cost per

kW [$/kWe] 4361 4279 4189 4115 3956 4301 4230 4358

Table 4 shows the net power generated by the different SPTs at nominal530

load. The net power is defined as the power generated by the SPT minus the531

parasitic consumption of the feed pump system. It can be observed that the532

SPTs working at 580 ◦C generated more power (approximately 4 MWe) than533

its respective SPT working at 548 ◦C. Sup1 is the only exception because534
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the receiver of Sup1 works with the highest mass flow rate, around 250 kg/s535

extra.It suposse that Sup1 generates approximately 27 MWe more than the536

reference SPT.537

The net power generated by the subcritical SPTs working at 12 MPa is the538

lowest, generating 8 MWe less than the other subcritical SPTs. The power539

generated by the subcritical SPTs working at 16 MPa is the same as that540

produced by Sup2 and slightly lower than that produced by the supercritical541

SPTs working at the same reheating pressure.542

Sup2 is the SPT with highest cost per kWe; thus, its use is discarded for543

mechanical and economical reasons. Sub1 and Sub2 are not recommended544

because although they have the lowest investment cost, the price per kWe is545

not low enough. Although Sup1 has the highest investment cost, it generates546

the maximum electrical power due to the high efficiency of the steam-salt547

heat exchangers; thus, it has the lowest cost per kWe. However, its use has548

to be discarded due to the poor performance at low power loads.549

The next lowest cost per kWe is Sub4. This SPT has a moderated invest-550

ment cost. Moreover, it is the subcritical SPT that produces more electrical551

power, having a production close to the obtained with the more expensive552

supercritical SPTs with low reheating pressure. Therefore, subcritical SPTs553

designing with high pressure and temperature live steam seem to be the most554

promising technology with the prices taken in the analysis.555

6. Conclusions556

In this work, the feasibility of introducing a new generation of SPTs with557

higher temperatures and pressures has been analysed. Eight different sub-558
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critical and supercritical SPTs, whose conditions at the inlet of the turbine559

are a temperature of 548 ◦C or 580 ◦C and pressure of 12 MPa, 16 MPa or560

24 MPa, have been studied. Moreover, the effect of the reheating pressure in561

the PB has been analysed, testing pressures of 4.5 MPa and 70 MPa.562

The heliostat field for the eight SPTs is the same, while the receiver563

design, the PB and the feed pump system have been optimised for each of the564

SPTs studied. The PB efficiency of the new generation of SPTs is up to 5.8%565

higher than the current subcritical PB efficiency. However, the combined566

heliostat-receiver efficiency of these new SPTs is smaller. Subsequently, the567

reduction of the heliostat-receiver efficiency has been studied to determine568

which plant is more likely to remain in the near future.569

The global efficiency of the SPT increases with the main steam temper-570

ature and pressure. In addition, special attention has to be paid to the571

reheating pressure. Contrary to the conventional supercritical power plants,572

the efficiency of the SPT decreases with high reheating pressure due to an573

important reduction in the combined heliostat-receiver efficiency. Thus, it574

is preferable to have a lower efficiency in the evaporator train than in the575

heliostat field or in the receiver. A way to increase the combined heliostat-576

receiver efficiency would be to install heliostats with a smaller size, but the577

cost of the SPT would increase considerably. Moreover, the minimum al-578

lowable tube thickness of these types of receivers has to be carefully studied579

because they cannot always provide transient conditions with safety.580

For nominal conditions, the best SPT efficiency is approximately 19%581

for supercritical SPTs with a low reheating pressure, which represents a 2%582

better efficiency than Sub1. However, the effciency improvement obtained583
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compared to the reference plant is lower than the improvement of the PB584

efficiency. Subcritical SPTs working at 16 MPa cannot be forgotten because585

their global efficiency is only 0.3% lower than that for the supercritical plants586

working at the same reheating pressure.587

The efficiency of the SPT decreases at low power loads; however, this de-588

crease is highlighted in SPTs with high reheating pressures. If the reheating589

pressure is almost constant, the highest efficiency is found in SPTs with the590

highest steam pressure and temperature, although the parasitic consumption591

of the feed pump system generally reduces the differences.592

The last factor considered in this study is the investment cost of the593

different SPTs. It has been shown that the investment cost of subcritical594

SPTs working at 12 MPa is the lowest, but they also have the lowest nominal595

power. Thus, SPTs working at higher pressure have to be implemented to596

reduce the cost per kWe. From the analysed SPTs, the most recommendable,597

based on a thermo-economic analysis, is the implantation of subcritical SPTs598

working at high pressure and temperature, due to it has high efficiency and599

the lowest cost per KWe. Thus, the best option is not to select the most600

efficient PB, else if it is required to reach a compromise between the combined601

heliostat-receiver efficiency, the PB efficiency and the investment cost of the602

SPT.603

Nomenclature604

A Surface area [m2]

d Tube diameter [m]

H Head of the pump [m]
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k Aiming strategy factor [-]

L Heat losses [W]

ṁ Mass flow rate [kg/s]

N Number of elements [-]

p Panel [-]

Ps Pressure [Pa]

Q̇ Volumetric flow rate [m3/s]

S Maximum allowable stress [Pa]

T Temperature [◦C]

t Tube [-]

th Thickness [m]

U Global heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2K)]

UTS Ultimate tensile strength [Pa]

W Work [W]

x Perimetral coordinate [m]

y Receiver height coordinate [m]

Greek symbols605

α Absorptivity [-]

β Incident angle (cosine factor) [-]

∆P Pressure drop [Pa]

η Efficiency [-]

φ Solar flux density [W/m2]

ρ Reflectivity [-]
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σ Mechanical stress [Pa]

Subscripts606

abs Absorbed

at Atmospheric

corr Corrosion

eff Effective

ext External

fw Feed water

h Heliostat

in Inlet

inc Incident

int Internal

out Outlet

ps Pressure

p Panel

rec Receiver

sg steam generator

sh superheater

sp Spillage

s&b Shade and block

rh reheater

t Tube

thl Thermal

turb Turbine
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Abbreviations607

Amb Ambient

HP High pressure

HTF Heat transfer fluid

LCOE Levelized cost of electricity

LP Low pressure

PB Power block

pr Parallel

RW Refractory wall

SPT Solar power tower

sr Serial

Sub1 Subcritical plant at 12 MPa and 548 ◦C

Sub2 Subcritical plant at 12 MPa and 580 ◦C

Sub3 Subcritical plant at 16 MPa and 548 ◦C

Sub4 Subcritical plant at 16 MPa and 580 ◦C

Sup1 Supercritical plant at 24 MPa and 548 ◦C

Sup2 Supercritical plant at 24 MPa and 580 ◦C

TES Thermal energy storage
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